Reading: Job 38. 1-6  (for an all-age service)
“Who are you to question my wisdom?” asks God. What we read there is the beginning of a long speech by God to a man whose name was Job.  In the Bible Job is a good man who has a really tough time. In fact all kinds of things go wrong for him, seriously wrong. And it’s not fair and it’s not nice, and for page upon page in the book of Job there is not a peep out of God. God doesn’t seem to say anything. God doesn’t do anything. Until the last chapters of the book, the bit that we began reading from.
However (and if the reader had been an actor, he would have put on a very stern voice), it all sounds quite harsh. God sounds worked up; there’s a lecturing tone about it – a bit like parents can go on and on and on when you’ve done something wrong. At the very outset God says, pretty well, “excuse me!” “Pull yourself together if you don’t mind.” “Gird up your loins” it says in the Bible, or “stand up now like a man”; you’re acting like a baby. None of us like to be spoken to like that – do we. And poor Job. He has been suffering terribly. If anyone had a right to say, It’s not fair, Job had that right. It was not fair; it was horrible what he had been through. And yet God is not saying, “there, there.”
God is painting a big picture, and that big picture, which goes on for a few pages, is full of animals and birds and the weather and the seascape and the stars. When you study this in the original Hebrew, you have to learn all kinds of obscure vocabulary, for the different birds, for the different names of animals, for the constellations. We’re taken on a whistlestop tour of the universe – living creatures and even monsters of legend. There’s no mention of the Loch Ness Monster but there is the Behemoth and the Leviathan (hopefully the little children will come back in with a monster picture amongst others). 
And the tide of the sea and the movements of the stars and the wild donkeys and the untamed ox and the ostrich and the raven and so on – not many of them, in fact almost none of them spend their time in the company of humans. What is striking for pages on end, as God speaks, is that people are barely in the picture. There are waterfalls, there are thornbushes, there are eagles in flight who just get on with it, regardless of you and me; and if there are monsters, well, they’re not exactly household pets.
In short God paints a picture of a world, a cosmos in which all sorts of creatures live and all sorts of things are there whatever you and I say or feel or think or talk about. I suppose that’s why actually people, like you and me, we want to go sometimes just to see the drama of nature. The sea when it’s angry, or travelling out to see the Niagara Falls or the Grand Canyon, or a volcano, when we see them, we are in awe; they are rather amazing. I’ve yet to meet the person who doesn’t like watching these natural history programmes, the Blue Planet, the Antarctic or whatever. God says to Job, “excuse me”.
Job, like you or I, can say with reason “it’s not fair”. Job says, many times, “I want to understand”. That’s not wrong; but there may be a time to just hold back a little; or to put it more crudely, there may be a time to shut up. This book starts off with a very powerful spotlight on this man Job and his story: just like a film, you want to know who the main character is. Just like when I grow up I think of the world going around me. But by the end of this book, and when we take on at least  a little of the wisdom of God, life is about a big picture and it’s not just about you at all.  It’s just not all about you. It’s just not all about me.
I’ve got more to say next Sunday, so I’ll leave it there for now. But I do think children need to grow up learning this – and Boys’ Brigade, you know, it was always meant to be fun and interesting on a weekday, and challenging you and deepening you on a Sunday, so I hope you’ll come again; and adults too, perhaps especially dads, the kind of stuff which comes out of the Bible, it matters more than we realise. Today for example, on the one hand I hope we’ll go home today thinking about eco-agenda, all this environment stuff, all the messages that come to say to us that human beings are not the only creatures on earth, this generation is not the only generation which matters. And then God’s word in particular has a great deal to say about freedom and grace, pouring out kindness on others. God maybe starts off with lots of harsh questions to us, but in the end He also has some rather wonderful answers. Throughout this book of Job there is lots of bad talk framed of terms of “you get what you deserve” and “payback and revenge is a good thing”. No, where Job’s story is taking us is into a better world, because whatever is said about some people deserving things and others not, grace, truth, asks for a bit more than that. And so if you don’t have a big picture, the right big picture!, you might well end up dreadfully narrow-minded.


